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The well-established and ever-growing applications of near infrared (NIR) spectroscopy for wood science and technology using bench spectrometers is
unquestionable. However, the increasing interest in using portable spectrometers due to their perceived advantages raises the question of how good are
they? In this work, we acquired spectra from wood sawdust samples of two Eucalyptus species, E. pellita and E. benthamii, totaling 1200 individual trees
sampled in experimental breeding populations. Spectra were acquired in parallel using a bench spectrometer (FOSS NIRSystems 5000) and a portable
instrument (Viavi MicroNIR1700). Spectra acquisition on the bench spectrometer had a longer wavelength (1100–2500 nm versus 908–1700 nm) and a
shorter absorbance profile. Principal component analysis on the spectral data of both instruments was not able to clearly separate the two species suggesting some level of overlapping distributions of the chemical composition of their respective wood properties. Linear discriminant analysis, however, had
excellent accuracies with the bench spectrometer (~99 %), showing significantly better discrimination than the one obtained with the portable one (~93 %).
Similarly, partial least square discriminant analysis showed correlations (r) around 0.96 and standard errors of calibration (SEC) and of cross validation (SECV)
lower than 0.155 on the bench instrument, while the portable spectrometer had r ~ 0.88 with SEC and SECV below 0.235. Although the bench instrument
showed a better performance, the parameters estimated with the portable spectrometer were very satisfactory given its intrinsic limitations in robustness
and handling needs. Chemical analyses for lignin content are in progress which, combined with data transformation and selection of spectra regions, could
put the two instruments on similar performance grounds. These results are particularly relevant for rapid and simple wood phenotyping applications in
advanced tree breeding operations.

Introduction
Eucalyptus is the largest genus in the Myrtaceae family,
currently including 822 described species.1 Most species
from this genus are native to Australia2 and some are widely
used for commercial and industrial purposes. Commercial
eucalypt species are model woody plants because of their
high adaptability and fast growth rate in tropical climates,3
especially E. grandis and E. globulus upon which breeding
programs on tropical and temperate regions, respectively, are
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mainly based. Eucalyptus benthamii and E. pellita on the other
hand, despite their fast growth, are yet to be more widely
adopted species. While E. benthamii displays resistance to
periodic frosts in subtropical regions,4 E. pellita is particularly
interesting for harsh tropical climates5 due to its heat tolerance, and resistance to some tropical pest and diseases.6
These two species used in hybrid breeding with E. grandis
show great potential to expand high productivity plantations
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to areas currently considered marginal due to limiting
environmental regimes.
Eucalyptus wood is mostly composed by cellulose
(68–78 %), lignin (19–23 %) and hemicellulose (~20 %).7,8
Cellulose is mainly used to produce Kraft pulp and paper
products.9 The main use of highly lignified wood in the
industry is for biomass, roundwood and wood-based
panels’ production.10 Eucalyptus wood lignin contains
syringyl (S) and guaiacyl (G) monomers11 and the higher
syringyl to guaiacyl (S/G) ratio, the cheaper it is to
remove lignin from the pulp to produce high quality fiber
and paper.11,12 Besides high-volume wood productivities,
one of the main targets of eucalypt breeding programs
is to increase the S/G ratio to reduce processing costs
and enhance the quality of end-products.13 Measuring
wood properties in large numbers of individuals sampled
in progeny and clonal trials along breeding programs is a
laborious and expensive endeavor. Near infrared (NIR)
spectroscopy for rapid and inexpensive wood phenotyping has therefore been an extremely useful tool in
operational tree breeding.14
Bench spectrometers are often equipped with interferometers that have better optical properties than the
portable ones. They are superior on signal-to-noise ratio,
sensitivity and optical resolution.15 Besides, they can be
used for several years allowing the production of more
robust models. Although they are expensive, bench
instruments are becoming smaller and less expensive.16
On the other hand, portable instruments provide new
applications, especially the possibility of in situ acquisition, offer a larger number of different technical specifications, are usually smaller, easier to use, have a simple
user interface, are ergonomically designed and cheaper.15
The objective of this work was to compare the performance of spectra acquired with a bench and a portable
spectrometer of wood dust samples of two Eucalyptus
species (E. pellita and E. benthamii). Performance was
evaluated by the discrimination power using geometric
and multivariate analysis. The spectra analysis will later
be correlated with ongoing chemical analysis carried out
on a sample subset selected based on the most representative spectra.

Materials and methods

Sample collection and preparation

This study was carried out on progeny trials of E. benthamii
and E. pellita that are part of a pilot genomic selec-

tion-based breeding program of EMBRAPA (Brazilian
Agricultural Research Corporation).17 The E. benthamii
progeny trial, established with 40 seed sources from wild
Australian populations, and four bulked seed sources, was
planted in May 2007 in Candói, PR, Brazil. The experiment was thinned following 25 heavy frosts recorded.
The remaining 508 trees were ultimately sampled at
age 56 months for growth and wood samples collected.
The E. pellita breeding trial was composed of 24 open
pollinated families derived from a second-generation
clonal seed orchard located in Mareeba, Queensland,
Australia planted in February 2010 in Rio Verde, GO,
Brazil. Phenotypic evaluations were carried out at age
42 months for growth and wood samples collected.
Sawdust samples from individual trees were collected
using a power drilling machine (40 cm long, ½ inch diameter), at diameter at breast height (1.3 m), all in the same
geographical orientation. The bark was removed and
the sawdust was collected and stored in paper bags for
drying. Afterwards, the sawdust samples were individually ground and sifted with a 32 mesh (500 µm) screen
and stored in capped Falcon tubes to prevent both
contamination and humidity variation.

Spectra acquisition
The 1200 sawdust samples collected, were individually
placed in ring cups and the spectra acquired in both
bench and portable spectrometer on the same day. We
used the bench instrument, FOSS NIRSystems 5000
(1100–2500 nm, 2 nm intervals) with two readings per
sample and the portable spectrometer, Viavi (JDSU)
MicroNIRTM 1700 (908–1676 nm, ~6 nm intervals) with
three readings per sample.

Data analysis
Data from both instruments were analyzed separately
using The Unscrambler X® (version 10.2) software. First,
a plotline from the raw data was generated to identify and remove any outlier, and the data was analyzed
as follows. i) Principal component analysis (PCA)
performed with 11 components; ii) linear discriminant
analysis (LDA); and iii) partial least square for discriminant analysis (PLS-DA). 13,15 In order to improve the
results, some data transformations were applied to the
spectral data. The main data treatment used were standard normal variate (SNV), multiplicative scatter correction (MSC), Detrend, first and second derivatives using
Savitzky–Golay method (4 th-order polynomial fit, 25
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Figure 1. NIR spectra (n = 2440) of Eucalyptus species from bench spectrometer (FOSS NIRSystems 5000).

Figure 2. NIR spectra (n = 3660) of Eucalyptus species from portable spectrometer (Viavi MicroNIR1700).

smoothing points). 15,18 Spectra from the bench spectrometer were also analyzed for a shorter region (from
1100 nm to 1676 nm), that overlaps with the range of
the portable instrument and displays some variables
found to show correlation to some wood traits like
lignin (1672 nm), cellulose (1428, 1488 and 1590 nm)19
and extractives (1434–1477 nm, 1626–1694 nm and
1000–2500 nm).20

Results and discussion
Spectra analysis
A total of 6100 spectra were acquired, 2440 with the
bench and 3660 with the portable one (Figures 1 and 2).
Spectra appeared to be homogenous and did not separate the two species (data not shown).
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Figure 3. PCA on raw spectra (n = 2440) acquired with the bench spectrometer (FOSS NIRSystems 5000) from Eucalyptus
benthamii (Eb: blue squares) and Eucalyptus pellita (Ep: red circles).

The overlapping spectra (Figures 1 and 2) were not
surprising given the phylogenetic proximity of the two
species that despite grouped in different sections, belong
to the same subgenus (Symphyomyrtus).2 Wood species
from more distant taxonomic units such as different families or genera usually present different spectral profiles.21
The spectra from the portable instrument showed a
broader profile, with a smaller number of peaks, again
not surprising given the larger range of the bench instrument (1100–2498 nm) when compared to the one of the
portable NIR (908–1676 nm). Besides, a larger human
interference is likely in the portable Viavi instrument
because of the necessary handling to acquire the closer
reading of each sample.

Principal component analysis (PCA)
The PCA for untransformed spectra from both the bench
and the portable spectrometers explained around 99 %
of the variance, with the two first components explaining
94 % and 5 %, and 89 % and 9 %, respectively. These PCA
did not discriminate the wood samples of two species
(Figures 3 and 4). The different treatments applied to the
spectra reduced the explained variance for the two first
components on the bench and portable spectrometers

from 99 % to 80 % and from 98 % to 86 %, respectively,
for both SNV and MSC (data not shown). This demands
a higher number of components to explain the variance of spectral information on treated spectra, which
corrected some noise from the samples or the instruments. However, these treatments still did not separate the species analyzed. Even using only spectra for
regions corresponding to specific wood chemical components [lignin, syringyl to guaiacyl (S/G) ratio, cellulose,
and extractives] it was not possible to separate these
species, suggesting that the two species despite their
contrasting ecological adaptation profiles, show relatively
overlapping wood chemical properties although with
clear extremes even in the PCA (Figures 3 and 4). The use
of spectra regions for specific wood components did not
improve the results of spectra profile, LDA, and PLS-DA.

Linear discriminant analysis (LDA)
LDA on the other hand allowed good discrimination of
the samples of the two Eucalyptus species. Data from
the bench spectrometer showed the best results in the
LDA with and without data transformation with accuracies higher than 96 % (Table 1). The highest accuracy
(99.14 %) with the first derivative followed by Detrend
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Figure 4. PCA on raw spectra (n = 3660) acquired with the portable spectrometer (Viavi MicroNIR1700) from Eucalyptus
benthamii (Eb: blue squares) and Eucalyptus pellita (Ep: red circles).

resulted that among all 484 E. benthamii and 736 E. pellita
samples analyzed, only 11 and 16, respectively, were not
correctly assigned to their respective species. However, it
was not statistically significant for the untreated spectra
(97.46 %), when 31 samples were mismatched.
Portable spectrometer data analyses for treated spectra
presented, however, a slightly lower accuracy (from
86.49 % to 93.45 %) although statistically significant (t
Test, α = 5 %). The untreated spectra presented 90.83 %
accuracy, with 112 samples not correctly assigned. In
the data set transformed, slightly higher accuracies
were obtained (from 91.24 % to 93.45 %), resulting in
a mismatch of 99 and 98 samples, respectively. Even

though data transformations increased slightly the accuracy, it was not statistically significant.
Furthermore, spectra from the short wavelength range
(1100–1676 nm) were extracted with the bench spectrometer and LDA performed to approximate the range
used by the portable spectrometer. The results were
similar to those obtained with the whole spectra (1100–
2498 nm) and were still better than those obtained
from the portable spectrometer (data not shown). This
result suggests that the use of higher wavelengths will
not result in a better discrimination. Likewise, the slight
increase in accuracies of both instruments after data
treatment underlines that the wavelength and handling

Table 1. LDA from spectral data acquired in bench (n = 2440) and portable (n = 3660) spectrometer from E. pellita and
E. benthamii.

Spectrometer
accuracy (%)

Raw

SNV

MSC

Detrend

1st D (S–G)

2nd D (S–G)

Bench

97.46a

98.61a

98.61a

98.69a

99.14a

95.57b

Portable

90.83c

91.86c

91.97b

91.24c

93.45b

86.49c

SNV: standard normal variate; MSC: multiple scatter correction; D: derivative; S–G: Savitzky–Golay. Different lowercase letters (a–c) indicate
significant differences using Student t test (p < 0.05).
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Table 2. PLS-DA from spectra (n = 2440) acquired on bench spectrometer (FOSS NIRSystems 5000) in classification of E. pellita
and E. benthamii.

Data transformation
Correlation
Calibration

Validation

Raw

SNV

MSC

Detrend

1st D (S-G)

2nd D (S-G)

0.951

0.964

0.963

0.958

0.970

0.957

2

0.905

0.928

0.928

0.917

0.942

0.915

SEC

0.151

0.131

0.131

0.141

0.118

0.143

Correlation

0.950

0.960

0.960

0.955

0.969

0.955

0.903

0.922

0.922

0.912

0.939

0.913

0.153

0.137

0.136

0.145

0.121

0.145

R

R

2

SECV

SNV: standard normal variate; MSC: multiple scatter correction; D: derivative; S–G: Savitzky–Golay; R²: coefficient of determination; SEC:
standard error of calibration; SECV: standard error of cross validation.

Table 3. PLS-DA from spectra (n = 3660) acquired on portable spectrometer (Viavi MicroNIR1700) in classification of E. pellita
and E. benthamii.

Data transformation
Correlation
Calibration

Validation

Raw data

SNV

MSC

Detrend

1st D (S-G)

2nd D (S-G)

0.898

0.897

0.898

0.880

0.879

0.878

2

0.806

0.808

0.807

0.774

0.772

0.771

SEC

0.216

0.215

0.215

0.233

0.233

0.234

Correlation

0.894

0.895

0.895

0.875

0.877

0.874

0.799

0.802

0.801

0.765

0.770

0.763

0.219

0.218

0.218

0.237

0.235

0.238

R

R

2

SECV

SNV: standard normal variate; MSC: multiple scatter correction; D: derivative; S-G: Savitzky–Golay; R²: coefficient of determination; SEC:
standard error of calibration; SECV: standard error of cross validation.

to acquire the spectra were not responsible for the better
performance of the bench instrument.

Partial least square regression for discriminant
analysis (PLS-DA)
According to the parameters used to evaluate the PLS-DA,
the bench spectrometer was statistically better (t Test,
5 %) than the portable one (Table 2 and 3). PLS-DA for
the bench spectrometer (Table 2) showed both a higher
correlation and coefficient of determination (R²), and
both a lower standard error of calibration (SEC) and cross
validation (SECV). Spectra treated with the first derivative with S-G showed the best results (R²cal = 0.942 and
R²val = 0.939), very close to SNV and MSC (R²cal = 0.928 and
R²val = 0.922; for both). The first derivative with S-G treatment was also the best with the LDA.
On the other hand, spectra acquired with the portable
spectrometer (Table 3), showed a lower correlation and
a larger standard error. The best results were from data
transformed by SNV (R²cal = 0.808 and R²val = 0.802), MSC

(R²cal = 0.807 and R²val = 0.801) and raw data (R²cal = 0.806
and R²val = 0.799). Detrend and both first and second
derivatives (Savitzky–Golay) showed lower correlations,
with R²cal ranging from 0.771 to 0.774, while SEC and
SECV ranged between 0.215 and 0.238.

Conclusion
A comparative performance analysis of a bench and a
portable near infrared spectrometer for measuring
wood samples of two Eucalyptus species (E. pellita and E.
benthamii) was carried out on a large set of 1200 sawdust
samples from field trees sampled in progeny trials.
Although it is indisputable that the bench instrument had
an overall better performance, the portable instrument
had a very satisfactory performance given its intrinsic
limitations and handling needs. PCA on spectra data from
both spectrometers was not able to discriminate the
samples of the two species. The portable spectrometer
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had a higher scatter profile which likely reflects its lesser
robustness and the necessary handling during spectra
acquisition. LDA and PLS-DA on data from the bench
spectrometer provided statistically better results than
those obtained with data from the portable instrument.
For most parameters estimated in this study, the bench
spectrometer provided 7–10 % higher accuracies and
correlations when compared to the portable instrument.
These results were observed with and without spectral
transformation, and also using known spectral regions for
specific wood chemical components. At the end, a slight
improvement was observed on parameters analyzed
(accuracies, r, R2, SEC and SECV) in both instruments.
The chemical analysis currently in progress will allow
further and more in-depth assessments on the comparative ability of the two instruments to effectively predict
specific wood chemical traits relevant to tree breeding.
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